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I. Goal

Primary goal of the project titled “Toolkit to assess OCR’ed historical text in the era of big data”, generously funded in part by the Catalyst Fund at Lyrasis, is to develop a set of workflows and a framework to enhance the quality of existing OCR'd text available in digital repositories in the cultural heritage sector.

A central feature that allows cultural heritage institutions to open up their unique treasures, especially text-based documents, is by converting scanned images of each page into actual computer text – what is commonly called Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The accuracy of OCR technologies considerably impacts the way digital documents are indexed, consulted, and discovered. Accurate OCR data helps in better discoverability and accessibility of content. With the explosive growth in born-digital data that have high OCR accuracy rates, there is a higher risk of historical texts with poor OCR being not discovered in search results. With increase in demand for computational usage of available text, issues with poor quality of OCR in historical texts will prevent them from being used in projects involving computational tools. According to research done by Smith & Cordell, computational text analysis becomes hard because of the high number of misspelled words, and error rates are as high as 40% in nineteenth-century newspapers in English (Smith & Cordell, 2018). What might appear as minor OCR accuracy issues for single items will get amplified in the era of big data, where tools are created to work with content at scale. Digitized content with less accurate OCR data is not only likely to suffer in lower search rankings (poor discoverability) but users may also turn away from using such content to avoid frustrations. For example, if because of OCR errors, text that is supposed to be “Lincoln” is rendered as “Linco1n” in a collection (Torget, et al, 2011), the OCR errors will disrupt search results significantly and users will not be able to locate the materials they are looking for.

Accurate OCR data can help with many downstream tasks such as text mining, topic modeling, NLP and impact of bad OCR on downstream tasks are being documented (Van Strein, et al, 2020). If cultural heritage institutions want to make their collections available as datasets, and leverage current technologies such as machine learning, then improving the underlying OCR data is critical. Without accurate OCR data, institutions will struggle to improve discoverability, searchability, and accessibility of their collections, and are likely to be left behind in this age of big data. Though OCR technology has advanced significantly in the last decade, cultural heritage institutions are yet to take advantage of these developments, because of lack of available workflow tools that can assess whether investments in enhancing existing OCR text will yield results they may be looking for (Smith & Cordell, 2018). Our project aims to address this by creating a tool that can be used to assess the OCR accuracy of existing digital collections, and also test the feasibility of using off-the-shelf machine learning options to enhance the OCR accuracy. Note we are not assessing or comparing all the available solutions in this report as this depends on input quality, and current levels of OCR accuracy among other factors. Our goal is to provide a framework & a tool that institutions can use to run their own tests - our tool simplifies the process of the data preparation, management and integrates it with the existing
apis from a few cloud services such as Google & Microsoft, and also includes integration with Tesseract (open source).

II. Model/Process

a. **Technical Design:** We began the design process of the application with a goal of ensuring that we make it as easy for institutions to use as possible. There are many institutions with the resources necessary to implement and develop complex systems but one of our core goals was to ensure that the application can be used by the masses, with that in mind we used all open source libraries and dockerized the application to ensure that the application was easy to use and provided support for Windows, OS X, and Linux platforms.

We originally scoped our development to include support for Google Vision, Microsoft Computer Vision, and Amazon Computer Vision. However, at the time of this writing, we have only implemented support for Tesseract 4.0, Microsoft Computer Vision, and Google Cloud Vision. However, we do plan on implementing support for Amazon Computer Vision at a later day.

b. **Development and Prototyping:** The application is written in Python 3 and is built using the Django framework. There are additional python libraries that were used, these include:
   - requests
   - google-cloud-vision
   - pdf2image
   - Django
   - Pillow
   - Certifi
   - chardet
   - idna
   - setuptools
   - urllib3
   - matplotlib
   - pandas
   - Spacy
   - Spacy en_core_web_md
   - opencv-python
   - tesseract
   - uuid
   - pytesseract

   There are also additional system level dependencies which include:
   - Poppler-utils
• Libxext6
• Tesseract-ocr
• SQLite

These libraries are then used to support the following functionality for the application:
• Evaluate existing OCR data accuracy (using template)
• Connect to remote resources and download and store objects
• Make calls to Tesseract 4.0, Google Vision, Microsoft Vision APIs for image processing
• Store OCR data from Tesseract, Google Vision, and Microsoft Vision
• Store all JSON response data from Google and Microsoft vision services. This data includes OCR information and other Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (ML/AI) information provided by these services
• Run OCR accuracy reports

c. Identify test collections: We set out to identify a diverse set of collection materials to be used to help evaluate our toolkit and help us determine if the cloud services provided for improved OCR accuracy. While we had plans to survey the community and gather datasets that could be part of this project, Covid-19 derailed these plans. Instead of a survey, we reached out to our collection partners (several organizations in state of Utah host their collections on Marriott Library’s digital platform) for their input. We then identified collections which were scanned decades ago and lacked quality OCR data, both type and handwritten texts, and scans that had both images and text within the object. We reached out to our collection stakeholders, librarians, and other members in our organization to help curate the test collection sets.

d. Evaluating original and Cloud based OCR results: The application has the ability to compare the initial OCR word accuracy against the new OCR data collected from the three services the application supports. This functionality is critical to help stakeholders become better informed about the quality of their existing OCR data and to determine if using the cloud services or a newer version of tesseract will help improve the quality of their existing OCR data.

e. Analysis and generate report: The application has basic reporting function for users to generate reports that can be used to help inform stakeholders of potential improvements in the quality of OCR data

What did not work
We initially wanted to make the downloading of existing metadata as seamless as possible but that was a challenge. We implemented an OAI-PMH harvesting component to download metadata but there were limitations in capturing all of the necessary metadata necessary to run the tool due to inconsistencies across multiple repositories. We then developed a template and some instructions on have to facilitate an export while also enabling a template to be
generated based on an OAI-PMH feed. The analysis functionality and the integration into external tools and cloud services went well and we were pleased with the end results.

What worked
Our results demonstrate that it is possible to extract high quality OCR from cloud services. When we tested available service options from Google, Microsoft, and Tesseract on our locally hosted digital collections, google services provided higher quality OCR consistently. Microsoft’s Azure results were also better than the current quality of OCR. We could not compare the latest version of Tesseract results with current full-text in the repository because information about the version of Tesseract that was used to generate current OCR was not available.

While detailed instructions on using the tool are provided on the project’s webpage (https://github.com/marriott-library), below is a basic overview of the tool along with an example.

Step 1
Institutions that may not have their current OCR metrics, can use the provided python script to analyze the word and character level accuracy information for any item, at a page by page level. For example, when an item Fig 1 is provided as input to the analyze python script, the word and character level accuracy results are shown in Fig 2.

Fig 1: https://newspapers.lib.utah.edu/details?id=2568969&q=James+Arlington+bennett
These results are stored in an excel spreadsheet that will be described later in the section.

**Step 2**
The toolkit has options listed that will let institutions pick a service option (Azure, Google, Tesseract) to run a few tasks (download the OCR text, run accuracy results) as shown in figures 3, and 4 below.

![Fig 3: File upload screen](image)

**Fig 3: File upload screen**

![Fig 4: Tasks dashboard](image)

**Fig 4: Tasks dashboard**

**Step 3**
The tool lets the users see the results of the OCR analysis, by displaying the word accuracy, character accuracy, total words found, and not found – all displayed next to the item, so users can see where the OCR issues are, as shown in figures 5, and 6 below.
Island, also in connection with a State of Desert; a mystical appellation derived from their religious dialect and signifying the made by Mr. James Foster, one of the honey-bee or of the beau monde of the Astor Place try and all kindred virtues; within Opera House, of which he is said its boundaries, as they have laid to be part owner. There is also it down, is included the whole in the business a universal genius of California that lies east of the called "one-eyed Thompson," who diving ridge of the Sierra Nevada was a short time since a tenant on da, a territory some six hundred the premises of James Arlington miles wide by eight hundred long, Bennett. This Thompson is the only speck of which is occupied same person to whom the public by the 10,000 Mormons who com- are indited for the disclosures and pose almost its only civilized developments about to be brought forth. The Government is of light on the recent arrests of the course on the model generally two Druys. The officer named to in this country, a Governor, ed Mr. Bennett before the Court Lieut. Governor, Secretary of of Sessions, the proceedings of State, Auditor of Public Accounts, which will be found under the and Treasurer, compose the proper head in another column, the Legislature consists of Ball to the enormous amount of a Senate of 17 members and House $20,000 was demanded-failing of Representatives 35; the House in which, Mr. Arlington Bennett is composed of a Supreme Court was committed to prison, it is and such inferior tribunals as shall said there is a mystery behind, be established by the State. The Declaration of Rights tree absolute religious liberty. Not a word is said about Slavery. The Constitution was adopted by a vote of the people, and the machinery of the Government put in operation. The Legislature met on July 3d, appointed a Delegate to Congress and adopted a resolution to that body setting forth the reasons for the new Constitution and that it be sanctioned, or, if that be impossible, a territorial government established. Their great son for the recognition of the State is the ability of the people to pay the cost of administering their af-fairs, which will save the General Treasury the cost of a territorial establishment. The objection to granting their request will be the smallness of their numbers, but that difficulty will disappear if they will probably not be The Mormons in the Valley of conclusive against them. They the Great Salt Lake held a have, however, marked out a more prominent on the 5th of March last, extensive country for their own and formally organized a State, than are sure of getting, Governments, for which they pro- This movement affords a fine proof to claim admittance into the ing illustration of the practical, or Union at the approaching session second meeting of the of Congress. They give to their Saxon race and of its inferred at- new dominions the name of The to law and order. Guardian. BOSTON, Jan. 15-5 P.M. The Grand Jury has found a true bill against Dr. Webster, for the murder of Dr. Parkman, FROM THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE. WASHINGTON, Tues. Jan. 8, 1850. Mr. Underwood presented a me- morial from citizens of Kentucky, setting forth the evils of war and asking a Congress of Nations, who shall arbitrate disputed matters by some different means. When the President and Mr. McCammon. Washington Feb.
Finally, all the results from OCR analysis are stored in a spreadsheet for easy viewing as shown in figure 7 below.

**Recommendations/Future directions**

- Cloud services provide detailed responses to the OCR request via APIs, and includes such information as entity recognition which can be useful in providing additional services. For example, useful features such as browse by name or by location can be added to the repository by using the entity information from the APIs.
• Better reporting and visualization tools can be built to parse the information returned from the APIs.
• While basic cost estimation features are included, these features can be improved upon to provide overall cost analysis for a project involving multiple collections.

III. Accomplishments
The tool will allow users to process set of URIs (as input), download images to a docker container, provides options to analyze images against Google cloudvision API, Microsoft Azure API or tesseract (for OCR), will calculate accuracy at character & word level, and then generate a report that provides a summary of OCR improvements, if any.

We were able to develop almost all of the promised functionality of the tool. Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, we chose to get content from selected partners instead of doing a community survey. All the code and how to manual are published and available at the University of Utah, J. Willard Marriott Library’s github page - https://github.com/marriott-library.

IV. Lessons learned
The following are the lessons that we learned as part of this project:
1. Toolkit would be useful to integrate with workflow management systems to get the best usage out of it. While the tool can be used as a stand-alone tool, institutions can get more usage from the tool by integrating it with their digital collections management tool.
2. While the cloud services have some level of support for non-English languages, not all languages were represented.

V. What’s next?
Our roadmap includes adding more functionality to this tool, and working with partners to identify ways to integrate the tool with their digital repository workflow systems. We are also exploring available open source options to investigate support for multiple languages.

We are very thankful to the Lyraris organization for proving the seed funding to initiate this project, and supporting us throughout the development of this project in the initial phase.

VI. More information
For additional information on the project, and to follow updates, please visit https://github.com/marriott-library
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